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Come up to meet you, say I'm sorry you don't know how lovely you are I had to find you, say I need youTell you that I stand you out Tell me your secrets and ask me your questions Oh, let's go back to the startRunning in circles, coming up tails Heads on a science from each other Nobody said it was easy It's so bad for
us to share Nobody said it was easy No one ever said it would be so hard Oh, take me back to the start I was just guessing at numbers and numbers Pulling puzzles apart Questions about science, science and progress Don't speak as loudly as my heartBut tell me you love me, come back and haunt me Oh and I rush to
start Running in circles, chasing our tails Coming back like we are Nobody said it was easy Oh , it's such a pity for us to separate No one said it was easy No one ever said it would be so hard I'm going back to the start Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ooh, ooh ooh ooh ooh &lt; Back to album Released: 26 August, 2002 Come up
to meet you, tell you that I'm sorry You don't know how lovely you are I'll have to find you Tell you that I need you Tell you that I set You apart Tell me your secrets and ask me your questions Oh, let's go back to the start Running in circles Coming up tails Heads on a science apart No one said it was easy It's such a
shame for us to part No said it was easy No one ever said it would be so hard Oh, take me back to the start I just guess at numbers and numbers Pulling the puzzles apart Questions about science science and progress Not talk as high as my heart Tell me you love me Come back and haunt me Oh and I rush to the start
Running in circles Chasing our tails Coming back like we are Nobody said it was easy Oh, it's so bad for us to share No said it was easy No said it would be so hard I go back to the start Come up to meet you tell you that I'm sorry you don't know how lovely you are I had to find you Tell you that I need you Tell you that I
divorce you tell me your secrets and ask me your questions Oh , let's go back to the start Running in circles, coming up tails Heads on a science from each other No said it was so bad for us to share No said it was easy No one ever said it would be so hard Oh , take me back to the start I just guess at numbers and
numbers Pull puzzles apart Questions about science, science and progress Don't speak as high as my heart Tell me you love me Come back and haunt me Oh, and I rush to start Running in circles, chasing your tails coming back like we're Nobody said it was easy To , it's such a pity for us to part No one said it was
easy No one ever said it would be so hard I go back to the start (Oh , ooh) (Ah, ooh) (Oh, ooh) (Oh, ooh)Page 2 Me he acercado (came up) a ten, a decirte que lo siento, no sabes lo enadorcanta que eres. Tenía que encontrarte, decirte I need you, tell you that I separated you from others (which I consider more) Tell me
your secrets, and ask me your questions, oh, let's go back to the Running in circles, lifting tails (like dogs) upside down, (head on) away from any science (for reasons) No one said it was easy, it's so painful for us to split up, no one said it was easy, no one ever said it would be so hard, oh, take me back to the beginning.
I just guessed numbers and numbers, pulling apart the puzzles. Questions of science, science and progress do not speak as loudly as my heart. Tell me you love me, come back and give me (like a ghost) oh, and I run to the beginning. Running in circles, chasing our tails (like dogs), going back to where we were. No
one said it was easy, it's so painful for us to split up, no one said it was easy, no one said it would be so hard, I go back to the beginning Coldplay - The Scientist - The scientist does not expect to understand 100% of the lyrics in the song, you should try to tune the ear to separate the words from the lyrics, even if you do
not know what they mean at the beginning , if you listen several times the same song you will notice that the lyrics are clearing in your head. To display the text in English and Spanish in parallel, turn on automatic rotation and rotate the device, please. Come up to meet you, tell you that I'm sorryYou don't know how
lovely you are I had to find you, tell you that I need you and tell you that I'm separating you from each otherTell me your secrets and ask me your questionsOh, let's go back to the startRunning in circles, coming up tailsHeads on a science apartNobody said it was easyIt's so bad for us to delNobody said it was easy , take
me back to the startI just guess at numbers and charactersPulling puzzles apartQuestions of science, science and progress Don't speak as loud as my heartTell me that you love me, come back and haunt meOh, and I rush to startRunning in circles, chasing our tails Coming back as we areNobody said it was easy Oh,
it's so sorry for us to delNobody said it was easyNobody said it was easyNobody said ever said it would be so hardI go back to start Start
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